Due to the latest crisis in Syria, DTM Iraq launched an emergency tracking tool on 14 October to monitor population fleeing the conflict and crossing into Iraq. The information presented here is collected by IOM at the relevant border points and covers all the displaced population.

**SINCE OCT 14**

**TOTAL BORDER CROSSINGS:**

12,511

**TOTAL CAMP ARRIVALS:**

- 11,385 to Bardarash camp
- 182 persons in Domiz camp
- 944 persons in Gawilan camp

---

**29 OCT. DAILY UPDATE**

- 273 individuals have crossed through the informal points nearby Sahela village on 29 Oct. This brings the total of individuals having crossed these points since 14 Oct. to 12,511 individuals.
- All arrivals were transported to Bardarash Camp by bus.

---

**DAILY BORDER CROSSINGS**

273

**CAMP OF ARRIVAL**

Bardarash Camp

**ENTRY POINTS USED**

Sahela
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